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Don Dennison Appointed to Roll Out KIC’s Latest Thermal Analysis System Software in the 
Northeast 

 
San Diego — March 2024 — KIC, a renowned pioneer in thermal process and temperature 
measurement solutions for electronics manufacturing, is pleased to announce the appointment of PIT 
Equipment Services, LLC, led by Don Dennison, as its representative for New York, New Jersey, and 
Eastern Pennsylvania. With this strategic partnership, KIC aims to strengthen its presence in the region 
and continue its mission of delivering innovative solutions to the electronics manufacturing industry. 
 
Don Dennison, a seasoned professional with extensive experience in the 
electronics industry, will play a vital role in promoting KIC’s next generation of 
solutions including the latest Thermal Analysis System software. 
 
PIT Equipment Services, LLC has earned accolades for its outstanding 
performance in the electronics industry. With back-to-back prestigious Global 
Technology Awards for Rep of the Year for North America, PIT Equipment 
Services, LLC stands as a trusted partner to electronic assembly firms in the 
New York, New Jersey, and Eastern Pennsylvania areas. 
 
Established in 1988, PIT Equipment Services, LLC has built a reputation for 
assisting electronics assembly companies. Under Dennison's leadership, the 
company has remained dedicated to delivering exceptional service, leveraging 
extensive product knowledge, and fostering strategic customer relationships. 
 
“We are honored to represent KIC,” said Don Dennison, President of PIT 
Equipment Services, LLC. “KIC’s innovative solutions have transformed what it 
means to profile, coming out with industry firsts for process setup, optimization, 
and inspection solutions in all soldering and curing applications on the 
electronics manufacturing production floor. We look forward to working closely with KIC to bring these 
cutting-edge technologies to our valued customers in the region.” 
 
For more information about KIC and its revolutionary solutions, please visit www.kicthermal.com. 
 

### 
 

About KIC 
KIC is a trailblazing provider of thermal process and temperature measurement solutions, dedicated to transforming 
electronics manufacturing through innovation. With a legacy spanning 45+ years, KIC's expertise lies in delivering 

http://www.kicthermal.com/


cutting-edge solutions that optimize soldering and curing processes, enhancing Overall Equipment Effectiveness 
(OEE), and streamlining manufacturing operations. The company's footprint extends to over 28,000 systems in the 
field, affirming its reputation for providing the most reliable, accurate solutions available in the market. KIC’s 
ecosystem of smart oven technologies caters to diverse sectors including automotive, medical, aerospace, network, 
and military markets. With a commitment to excellence, KIC empowers manufacturers with automation, traceability, 
and connectivity to thrive in the era of the 'smart factory'. 


